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COUPLED-CHANNEL FINAL-STATE INTERACTIONSIN B ! ��; K �K DECAYS�P. �enzykowskiDepartment of Theoretial Physis, Institute of Nulear PhysisRadzikowskiego 152, 31-342 Kraków, Poland(Reeived June 8, 2000)We disuss oupled-hannel �nal-state-interation e�ets for B weakdeays into �� and K �K. In partiular, it is shown that in the isospin I = 0hannel the inelasti �nal-state resattering proess (��)I=0 ! (K �K)I=0strongly a�ets the phase of the B0 ! (K �K)I=0 amplitude.PACS numbers: 13.25.Hw, 11.30.Hv, 12.40.NnThe Cabibbo�Kobayashi�Maskawa (CKM) mehanism of CP violationmay be tested experimentally by heking whether the �observed� CKM ma-trix is unitary, ie. by verifying whether the �unitarity triangle� onstrutedfrom omplex elements of this matrix in fat is a triangle. It is hoped thatthe angles of this triangle an be determined from the analysis of nonleptonideays of B mesons. The following problem an be notied immediately: theangles to be extrated are de�ned at quark level, but they are to be deter-mined from deays in whih strong �nal state interations (FSI) are possible.Sine these interations may a�et the extration of standard model param-eters, they must be analysed arefully.One of the three angles of the unitarity triangle (angle �, i.e. phaseof CKM element Vtd) is expeted to be aessible through measurementof the time-dependent CP-violating asymmetry in B(B) ! J= KS , whihis proportional to sin 2�. The angle � enters here from the B0�B0 mixing.The B(B)! J= KS deay itself is desribed by a single quark-level diagramwith no quark-level phases. In addition, no troublesome (�avour exhanging)�nal-state interations may appear here. Consequently, extration of thevalue of � is onsidered fairly reliable.� Presented at the Meson 2000, Sixth International Workshop on Prodution, Proper-ties and Interation of Mesons, Craow, Poland, May 19�23, 2000.(2733)



2734 P. �enzykowskiExtration of the remaining two angles is hampered in various ways.Analysis of B ! �+�� was suggested as a way to determine a seond an-gle (�). The relevant tree diagram involves a b ! u transition, thus intro-duing an additional phase (phase  of element Vub). Together with angle �entering into onsideration from the B0�B0 mixing, the relevant asymme-try beomes proportional to sin(2(� + )) = sin(2(� � �)). Unfortunately,the tree diagram is not the only one important here. Contributions fromthe short-distane penguin diagram are estimated at the level of 20%. Thenet result depends on the relative size and phase of the tree and penguinamplitudes, a problem known as �penguin pollution�.Although in priniple one ould disentangle the tree and penguin am-plitudes by analysing the deays of B into �+�� and �0�0, experimentaldi�ulties with measuring the latter deays make this analysis unfeasibleat present. An alternative of using deays into K0K0 in plae of �0�0 andexploiting the SU(3) symmetry has been suggested. However, there stillremains the question of the e�et of resattering in the �nal state. Impor-tane of these �nal state interations has been stressed by many authors [1℄.Unfortunately, there are severe problems with their reliable treatment. Usu-ally only some intermediate states are taken into aount. Beause of largeB meson mass, a Regge-model-based approah is often used here to esti-mate high-energy interations between deay produts. Reently, a simplemodel of this type has been applied to the desription of strong phases inD(B)! K� and D(B)! ��, K �K deays [3�5℄.The model of Refs. [3�5℄ is based on a quasi-elasti approximation. Thisapproximation onsiders resatterings of the type: K� ! K�, �� ! ��,et. All other possible �nal-state interations, in partiular oupled-hannele�ets of the type �� ! K �K or K� ! K�, are ignored. Sine inlusionof the latter proesses has been shown to be very important in maintainingSU(3) symmetry preditions [2℄, one has to analyse their in�uene on thepreditions of the quasi-elasti Regge approah of Ref. [4, 5℄.Suh an analysis was reently performed [6℄. In papers [4,5℄ SU(3) sym-metry was broken. For tehnial reasons and simpliity, in the oupled-hannel approah [6℄ we had to keep SU(3) symmetry unbroken. We hekedthat in the no-oupled-hannels ase this yields a good approximation to theresults of Ref. [5℄. We restrited ourselves to the analysis of oupled-hannele�ets in the ��, K �K, �0�8 and �8�8 hannels. The latter two were inludedbeause they are needed to maintain SU(3) symmetry of the analysis.In order to evaluate the e�ets of FSI in B meson deays, we have towrite down short-distane amplitudes for B deays, estimate the amplitudesfor the relevant transitions of the strong interation S-matrix, and �nallyombine them both to obtain the FSI-orreted amplitudes for B meson de-ays. The short-distane amplitudes for B0 deays may be parametrized as
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h(��)I=2jwjB0i = � 1p6(a+ b) ;h(K �K)I=1jwjB0i = 12(� e) ; et: ; (1)where the expressions for the deays to the remaining four hannels((�0�8)I=1, (��)I=0, (K �K)I=0, (�8�8)I=0 ) are suppressed and the quark-level amplitudes are denoted by a (tree), b (olour-suppressed),  (W -ex-hange), e (penguin).Final state interations between the pair of pseudosalar mesons areevaluated with the help of a Regge approah. As in Refs. [4, 5℄, we takeinto aount the exhange of the Pomeron and of the exhange-degenerateReggeons �, f2, !, and a2 (Fig. 1). The �unrossed� diagram (1a) has phase� exp(�i��R(t)) with �R(t) = 0:5+�0t, �0 � 1 GeV�2, while the �rossed�diagram (1b) has phase �1. We desribe the method of FSI evaluationused in [6℄ on an example of the I = 1 setor, with two FSI-oupled states:(KK)I=1 and (�0�8)I=1. The FSI are in this ase desribed by two 2 � 2matries CI=1 and U I=1 of SU(3)-symmetri Regge residues, one matrix foreah type of exhange (Crossed and Unrossed).
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Fig. 1. Quark line diagrams: (a) Unrossed Reggeon exhange, (b) Crossed Reggeonexhange, () Contribution to (��)0 ! (K �K)0 �nal-state interation.



2736 P. �enzykowskiIt turns out that matries U I=1 and CI=1 ommute and, onsequently,their simultaneous diagonalization is possible. The relevant eigenvetorstransform as an otet and a 27-plet of SU(3); the orresponding eigenvaluesmay be denoted by �U(R) and �C(R), with R = 8;27. Full amplitudesA(R) orresponding to Reggeon exhanges are obtained by multiplying theseeigenvalues by an appropriate Regge phase and by a fator Rs�R(t), where Ris the Regge residue. When one takes into aount the Pomeron ontribution,the omplete amplitudes are given by:A(R) = i�P s�P (t) +Rs�R(t)[�U(R)e�i��R(t) + �C(R)℄ : (2)The parameters R = �13:1 mb and �P = 9:9 mb are extrated fromexperimental total ross setions of �p, �p, pp, pp et. ollisions. Afterprojeting the amplitudes A(R) onto the l = 0 partial wave one obtains thel = 0 partial wave amplitudesa0(R) / 0Z�1 dtA(R) : (3)It is the phases Æ(R) of a0(R) that are of interest to us. (In the I = 0 setorthere appears the third phase Æ(1), orresponding to a third eigenvetor �an SU(3) singlet).Due to the oupled-hannel e�ets, the FSI-orreted amplitudesh(��)I jW jB0i, h(K �K)I jW jB0i, et. beome linear ombinations of appro-priate short-distane quark-level amplitudes in Eq. (1), i.e.:h(P1P2)I jW jB0i = X(P 01P 02)Ih(P1P2)I jDFSI j(P 01P 02)Iih(P 01P 02)I jwjB0i (4)with FSI desribed byh(P1P2)I jDFSI j(P 01P 02)Ii=XR h(P1P2)I jR; IihR; IjSFSIjR; IihR; Ij(P 01P 02)Ii: (5)In the above equation h(P1P2)I jR; Ii are the amplitudes for �nding thej(P1P2)Ii state in the SU(3) eigenstate jR; Ii, while hR; IjSFSIjR; Ii =�(R) exp(iÆ(R)) desribes SU(3)-symmetri �nal state interations in thejR; Ii state.It is assumed that the possible renormalization of the magnitude of short-distane amplitudes is negligible: �(R) � 1. Even with this simplifyingassumption, in order to estimate how the quark-level amplitudes a, b, 



Coupled-Channel Final-State Interations : : : 2737et. add up, one has to make additional assumptions about their rela-tive size. It is expeted that the dominant ontribution is provided by thetree amplitude a. Contributions from other amplitudes are expeted to bemuh smaller [7℄. We use a = 3rb with r � �3:0 as appropriate for theQCD-orreted quark model [9℄. Assuming furthermore e=a in the range of0.04�0.20 (as estimated in [8℄), disregarding the relative phase of e and a,and negleting ontributions from other diagrams in Eq. (1), all amplitudesare given in terms of a single parameter a. It is now straightforward toestimate the FSI phases. From Eq. (4) one then obtains the numbers givenin the right-hand side of Table I. TABLE IComparison of alulated phase shift values for B deaysNo oupled hannels Coupled hannels, Ref. [6℄Phase Ref. [5℄ Ref. [6℄ b = a=(3r), r = �3� = 0 � = 1 e� a; b e = 0:2a e = 0:04aÆ2� � Æ0� +11Æ � 2Æ 18Æ 18Æ 14Æ 18Æ 19ÆÆ1K 90Æ 83Æ 85Æ 85Æ 85ÆÆ0K 100Æ 103Æ 110Æ 137Æ 168ÆÆ1K � Æ0K �7Æ � 1Æ �10Æ �20Æ �25Æ �52Æ �83ÆIt is seen from Table I that phase di�erene between the (��)I=0;2 han-nels does not depend very strongly on the inlusion of oupled-hannel ef-fets. This is also the ase for the (K �K)1 phase. However, the (K �K)0 phasehanges dramatially when oupled-hannel e�ets are inluded. Only fora; b� e is the phase hange indued by oupled-hannel e�ets small. How-ever, if e is small (i.e. in the �penguin pollution� ase), the relevant phasehange is large. The origin of this e�et an be understood from Fig. 1: dueto oupled-hannel e�ets, the (��)0 state reated in a short-distane deayproess may be onverted into a (K �K)0 �nal state. Thus, the �nal (K �K)0state reeives ontribution from both the short-distane B0 ! (K �K)0 deay(haraterized by small amplitude e) with (K �K)0 elastially sattered intothe �nal (K �K)0 state, as well as from the short-distane B0 ! (��)0 deay(haraterized by large amplitude a) whih ontributes through oupled-hannel e�ets into the �nal (K �K)0 state. The net result is interfereneof the small e amplitude with some admixture oming from the large aamplitude. If the relative size of the two ontributions is omparable, one
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